In this paper we study a system of entangled chains that bear reversible cross-links in a melt state. The cross-links are tethered uniformly on the backbone of each chain. A slip-link type model for the system is presented and solved for the relaxation modulus. The effects of entanglements and reversible cross-linkers are modelled as discrete form of constraints that influence the motion of the primitive path. In contrast to a non-associating entangled system the model calculations demonstrate that the elastic modulus has a much higher first plateau and a delayed terminal relaxation. These effects are attributed to the evolution of the entangled chains as influenced by tethered reversible linkers. The model is solved for the case when linker survival time τ s is greater than the entanglement time τ e but less than the Rouse time τ R .
In this paper we study a system of entangled chains that bear reversible cross-links in a melt state. The cross-links are tethered uniformly on the backbone of each chain. A slip-link type model for the system is presented and solved for the relaxation modulus. The effects of entanglements and reversible cross-linkers are modelled as discrete form of constraints that influence the motion of the primitive path. In contrast to a non-associating entangled system the model calculations demonstrate that the elastic modulus has a much higher first plateau and a delayed terminal relaxation. These effects are attributed to the evolution of the entangled chains as influenced by tethered reversible linkers. The model is solved for the case when linker survival time τ s is greater than the entanglement time τ e but less than the Rouse time τ R .
Reversibly associating polymers have been extensively studied over the past two decades from both theoretical and experimental point of view (see, e.g., refs. 1 and 2 and references therein). This study is motivated by a recent experimental development on physical polymer networks in which a commercially available bromobutyl rubber (BIIR) which is converted to a reversibly crosslinking material without permanent cross-links 3 . This is achieved by transforming bromine functional groups in BIIR into imidazolin bromine groups. When the material is damaged, temperature induced rearrangement of ionic groups enables the material to reorganise the ionic bonds leading to recovery of the mechanical and dynamical properties.
What makes this type of polymer system interesting, from applications point of view, is the possibility of tunability of its dynamic properties, such as stress relaxation, that is brought about by the existence of tethered reversible ionic groups whose properties, such as connecting tether length, stiffness and linker bond strength, can be varied. This type of physical network has a potential to lead to the development of a new class of smart materials that are more durable with an ability to fully recover their mechanical properties at ambient temperature following damage.
A large body of literature has been dedicated to understanding the contributions of the associating components to the physical properties of entangled systems [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . It turns out that despite successes made in predicting dynamical and mechanical properties of such networks, there is a broad parameter space, that is determined by the nature of the associating components, which is largely unexplored. Associating groups as reported in the experiments by Das, et al. 3 are responsive to temperature changes and they are tethered by side chains whose stiffness and length can be varied. The presence of tethers, to which the associating groups are encored to the parent chains, leads to a certain degree of movement for any a) mateyisi@aims.ac.za pair of cross-linked segments. This is a new feature whose consequences merits an analytic treatment and this shall be one of the main focus of this paper.
In this paper, we argue that upon deformation tethers can sustain stress and that the association of linkers leads to a slowing down of the motion of the primitive chain segments in response to a deformation. We assume that tethers are of a length that allows cross-linked units to move within a distance of the order of the entanglement mesh size.
Theories in which the life time τ s of an associating sticky group is assumed to be long compared to all relaxation times, that it controls all relevant relaxation scales, are classified as kinetically limited theories 9 . Here we consider weak linker associations leading to short-lived reversible bonds, but also not necessarily saturated bonds in the context of a kinetically limited theory. We demonstrate that this effect can be treated as an effective additional drag which depends on the parameters of the tethers and the reversible cross-links. In this way, we propose simple corrections to the Rouse time with explicit dependence on the physical parameters of the system, such as tether spring constant κ, number of chain segment N and the respective kinetic rates ω a and ω 0 of linker association and dissociation.
The mathematical treatment presented in this paper demonstrates that the evolution of the fraction of reversible cross-links that can sustain stress, upon deformation, can be modelled as some form of uniformly distributed constraints.
Much progress has been made in predicting both viscoelastic and dynamical properties of dense entangled chain systems, in general, through the mean field tube model construction of de Gennes 10 , Doi and Edwards
11
and, equivalently, through the slip-link variant of the tube model 12 . The slip-link approach entails a simple picture in which some discrete ring-like polymer constraints are assumed to embody the other chains that restrict the wriggling of a reference chain to a small length scale, of the order of the mesh size a. In this tube model variant, short time scale motion of the polymer is represented by the wriggling of the primitive chain. Motion on long time scales involves the primitive chain sliding along the slip-links leading to the creation and destruction of the slip-links upon visitation by chain ends. At intermediate positions along the chain, the number of slip-links is assumed to be fixed. The model reasonably captures the essence of the molecular motion in the dense system.
The primary objective here is to argue how the effects of weakly associating tethered reversible cross-links can be incorporated in the slip-link model with the aim of predicting the consequences of such effects on the relaxation modulus. We also discuss on how such a qualitative model prediction can be used to interpret experiments on linear viscoelasticity in weakly associating reversible networks. We derive that for reversible cross-links of short longevity, there is an effective friction on chain monomers leading to a slowing of the chain reptation dynamics. The relaxation of reptating chain ends released from entanglement constraints is also modified on short time scales by the necessity to relax short-lived cross-linkers there too. We conclude by comparing storage modulus curves.
It is worth mentioning that for quantitative comparison with experiments, one has to take into account manybody effects emanating from the motion of other chains relative to any reference entangled chain in the system. Other variants of the tube model for entanglements [13] [14] [15] , which take many-body effects into account, could potentially be modified to incorporate reversible cross-linking. An in-depth discussion on such effects as mediated by reversible cross-linking is interesting, in its own right, but it is outside the scope of this paper and will not be presented here.
The paper is organised as follows: In Section I a modification to the tube model to incorporate reversible crosslinkers in the context of primitive path analysis is proposed. In Section II ideas on how the effective contribution of weakly associating cross-linkers can be analytically modelled as friction are presented. Sections III, IV and V deal with the relaxation of the chain at different times scales. The paper is concluded with a discussion on new qualitative features of the elastic modulus.
I. MODEL DESCRIPTION
The reversibly cross-linked entangled system is made primarily of a melt of entangled linear polymers of length L. For simplicity each chain is assumed to be tethered by short side chains that are equally spaced. In addition to entanglements, reversible cross-links contribute additional constraints whose contribution on the dynamics depends on the energetics of the sticky groups, the length and stiffness of the connecting tethers.
On experimental studies the length of the side-chains can, in principle, be varied to any desired length. For the purpose of this discussion, reversible linkers are assumed to be tethered, as shown in FIG1, to the parent chains by side chains of a length that is of the order of the entanglement mesh size. In this way the cross-linkers find their cross-linking partners within a distance of the order of the slip-link ring diameter or entanglement mesh-size diameter.
FIG. 1.
A depiction of a reference chain (brown) constrained by entanglements (shown in black) and reversible cross-links (blue). Reversible cross-links are tethered to the chain backbone through permanent cross-links. The ionic groups at the end of the tether may associate forming pairs of cross-links or even clusters of cross-links. For simplicity we will only model a system consisting of pairs of cross-links.
As highlighted earlier, a slip-link model envisages an ideal situation in which an entangled chain is represented by an effective chain running through ring-like polymers or a polymer with loops. In a situation where chains bear reversible linkers, the model can simply be modified to incorporate the reversible linkers through some discrete tethered sticky points in between slip-links ( See FIG.2) . Reversible cross-links undergo association and dissociation reactions at the rate ω a and ω d , respectively. The dissociation rate depends on the extension of the tethers and temperature. As the chain end moves out of the slip-links, the assumption is that a slip-link is destroyed which is equivalent to a vanishing of the corresponding entanglement. The time evolution of the chain entails creation and release of slip-links at the chain ends and dissociation and association of reversible linkers. In this way the equilibrium number of cross-links and slip-links remains constant.
The discrete nature of the association and dissociation of linkers reactions makes the problem much more involved for stickers of long survival time τ s . As stated earlier the model presented here concerns linker survival times that are greater than entanglement time τ e but much less than the Rouse time τ R . In this time scale the effect of weak linker association is simply a temporary deprivation of the kinetic energy to a diffusing monomer. The physical origin of the slowing down effect is the fact that the cross-linked sub-units have to drag along the connecting tethers as they explores space. We anticipate that the case where reversible cross-link survival time is shorter than the entanglement time leads to a functional form of friction which differs from characteristic molecular friction by simple pre-factors and this case will not be discussed here. Let us consider a situation where the entangled chain system is deformed in time t such that some sub-units of the chain are compressed while others are stretched. If we think of the center of mass of a primitive chain for a given test chain that is relaxing to recover an equilibrium length, we can say that it feels a velocity dependent force that resists its motion due to the reversible linkers attachment.
On average the velocity dependent force that resists the motion of the primitive chain Γ(v) can be expressed as a sum of two contributions
where Γ f (v) is the usual force necessary to overcome friction from molecules brushing across each other and the solvent and is given by ζ f v. The second term captures the effect of reversible cross-linker attachment and it can be approximated to
with the first term on the right equal to zero. This also approximates the effective tension on the reversible crosslinker tethers due to the chain motion, atleast within a cross-link survival time. The remaining terms of the expansion evaluate to Γ(v = 0) = 0 and v
where ζ L denotes the reversible linker associationdissociation reaction induced friction coefficient (more details on this shall follow in section II).
The force needed to pull the reference primitive chain along the slip-links and reversible linkers per unit velocity is therefore ζ c = ζ f + ζ L . From the Einstein relation the diffusion of the center of mass can be expressed as
where ζ f ∼ N and ζ L ∼ N x . This appears like a trivial modification of the diffusion coefficient of a Rouse model. In a situation where there is control on the adhesion strength of the reversible cross-linker 16 , it is desirable to have a diffusion coefficient with an explicit dependence on the kinetic rates. It is therefore necessary to express the friction coefficient correction term in terms of the kinetic coefficients of the corresponding attachment and detachment reactions with an appropriate molecular weight dependence.
In order to approximate the total number of reversible cross-links that are in an associated state at equilibrium, we have to bear in mind that cross-linking happen when there is a certain degree of chain sub-units overlap in space. In addition, a cross-links must be energetically favourable. For the system at equilibrium, the number of cross-links N x , that are in an associated state is given by
( 1.4) where I = Z 2 f 2 is the equilibrium total number of overlapping reversible linker bearing chain subunits, where Z is the total number of chain sub-units bound by entanglement constraints and f denotes the fraction of reversible linkers in the system. If we denote the molecular weight of the reference chain M and that of the chain in between entanglements M e , then the number entanglements
The cross-linking probability P x-link is related to temporal probability P a of realising a cross-link, at a given time t and spatial likelihood P s of a pair of free linkers being within exploration volume δ 3 of each other.
where an average is taken over all initial associated crosslinker positions s 0 . The term P a (t, τ ; s 0 ) denotes the average probability distribution that a linker at chain position s 0 is found attached at time t given that it has been attached for a duration τ . It defines the temporal probability of reversible linker attachment. From an argument developed by De Gennes for a related system 17 , the spatial likelihood of a cross-link P s can be approximated by imagining the coils of two chains, whose volume is R 3 0 each, that intersect within a volume V in space. The spatial probability that one sub-unit overlaps with a sub-unit of the other second chain is of the order of
Since a chain is spread over a volume R 3 0 , for the case where the coils have strong overlap V ≈ R 3 0 , this leads to
The temporal probability P a is much harder to calculate but for the system close to equilibrium it can be reasonably approximated by its steady state value. This is done in section II.
II. LINKER ASSOCIATION-DISSOCIATION KINETICS
As mentioned earlier, P a (t, τ ; s 0 ) denote the probability that at time t a linker has been attached to the segment s 0 of the chain already for a duration τ . We follow a similar scheme dealing with molecular motor attachment, shown by Banerjee, et al. 18 . We make the simplifying assumption that this function is independent of the position meaning that
here N l denotes the total number of reversible linkers tethered on the a reference entangled chain. The time evolution of the probability P a (t, τ ) is given by
The term P d (t) is the probability that a cross-linker is detached at time t, while ω d (∆(τ ) ) and ω a are the respective average dissociation and association rates. The attachment rate for a linker that has been attached for some time τ depends, in principle, on the extension of the tether ∆(t, τ ). The probability distribution is normalized thus
For simplicity, the probability P a (t, τ ; s 0 ) of linker attachment is assumed to be uniform and the linker tether is assumed to relax instantaneously to the relaxed state upon detachment. The detachment rate ω d should depend on the degree to which the side chain is stretched. In equation (2. 3) the detachment rate is replaced by its mean where an average for the rate is taken over all initial attachment positions of the linkers.
For related problems involving association and dissociation of tethered reactants, several forms of ω d have been proposed in the literature 18 , e.g. such as the exponential ω d = ω 0 exp(α|∆|) or the simpler form
The expressions for the rates are general and can also be used for the case of a non-active dissociation reactions. The terms α −1 and ω 0 are the characteristic detachment length scale and linker escape frequency, respectively. A common feature of these rates is that there is a characteristic extension beyond which a linker simply detaches. For simplicity, we shall adopt the quadratic form for the detachment rate. In this form of detachment rate the temperature and tether extension dependence is captured, to a lowest order, by the inverse length scale α −1 and ∆ respectively.
A. Mean field approximation
As mentioned earlier, the survival time of a reversible cross-link depends on the amount of tether extension. Likewise, the tether extension depends on the linker survival time thus one can self-consistently define the mean field cross-link association waiting time t ≈ τ MF as
The initial attachment position s 0 is taken to be independent of time. This allows us to introduce the mean field assumption
where P a (t) is the probability that a linker is attached regardless of its attachment duration. Using equations (2.3), 2.5), and (2.6) in (2.2) the rate of change of the probability P a (t), that a linker be attached at time t, is given by the expression,
The probability P a can be approximated by its steady state value
which is obtained by setting the left hand side of equation (2.7) to zero. Using expressions (1.8) and (2.8) in (1.6) the cross-linking probability becomes
The number of associated cross-linkers on the reference chain at steady state in expression (1.4) can therefore be approximated as 
B. Linker friction approximation
In the limit of short attachment times, the tether at s 0 that has been associated for a time τ , has an extension
(2.12)
We need an explicit expressions for τ MF . Using expressions (2.4) and (2.11), the τ MF is expressed in terms of the velocity asτ
whereτ MF = ω 0 τ MF . To keep the notation simple we shall drop the label M F in subsequent expressions. The only physical solution of (2.13) leads to
Using expression (2.10) and (2.14) in (2.12) leads to the average tension force
To approximate the reversible cross-link friction on the entangled chain evolution, we expand the tension expression about zero velocity as in equation (1.2) up to first order. The zeroth order term of the expansion evaluates to
This defines the friction coefficient that a point on the primitive chain experiences in terms of the attachment probability and the linker characteristic attachment and detachment rates ω a and ω 0 respectively. The expression (2.16) captures the fact that the primitive chain evolution depends on the connecting tether stiffness through the parameter κ.
III. INFLUENCE OF REVERSIBLE CROSS-LINKERS ON CHAIN MOTION
The weak association assumption restricts the survival time of the reversible linkers τ s in the interval [τ e , τ R ]. In time t which lies within the interval, if all reversible linker are dissociated the primitive path can move a curvilinear distance distance
When the equilibrium number of linkers are in an associated state, the primitive chain displacement is influenced by anchoring effect of reversible linkers. The chain sub-units that are directly cross-linked can explore space through tether extension. In this way reversible cross-linking contribute a friction type slowing down effect. The curvilinear distance that can be moved by the primitive chain segments is therefore
The new entanglement length due to the additional constraints brought about by the tether is of the order a ≈ a 0 1 (Ne/N )Nx+1 where a 0 is the entanglement length for the system when reversible linker are switched off. Thus
3)
The Rouse time for the case of weakly associating reversibly cross-linked system is approximated to
where the Rouse time for the system without reversible cross-links is given by τ
3kBT with b being the bond vector of the chain 11 . In times t ≪ τ e the chain motion is not influenced by both reversibly cross-links and entanglements constraints. The condition for a weak reversible cross-link is met when ζL ζL+ζ f ≪ 1. Here ζ f ≈ N ζ where ζ is the characteristic monomeric friction.
A connection between stress relaxation is made by imagining that an small external deformation is applied to the system at time t = 0 and the system is allowed to relax such that the chains restore their equilibrium length. As this happens both entanglements and reversible cross-links behave like momentary cross-links that can sustain stress as long as they are not released for the first time. For polymer fluids it is well known 11, 12 that, under shear strain γ, stress is given by
where G 0 is the shear modulus. In a reversible entangled network shear strain is proportional to the fraction of constraints that are deformed and have not been released in time t σ xy (t) = G 0 γψ(t).
The relaxation is attributed to disengagement of the constraints. This happens in time t > t e , where t e is the entanglement time. This leads to the time dependent relaxation modulus
As highlighted earlier, in the studied system, any given test chain that relaxes has two types of temporary constraints: the entanglements and the reversible crosslinkers. In the expressions above, note that we need to find the timescales and mechanisms for the relaxation of these constraints. The chain can diffuse out of the entanglements so that these become released and the reversible cross-linkers are released via another process, if we assume that such a reversible cross-linker does not diffuse along the chain. In a preceding section we modelled the release process, which is in part simply dependent on a rate and also on the local stress applied to the linker. Clearly, the two release processes are coupled. Here we approximate simply that the diffusion coefficient is much reduced due to cross-linker friction as motivated earlier.
We ignore possible effects at the ends where the two effects do influence each other.
As discussed earlier, in a typical slip-link model, entanglement junctions are presented by small rings. This does not suggest that the actual constraint due to entanglements is a localised type of topological constraint. The assumption entails the notion that as two polymers get entangled, their evolution on a spatial length of the order of the distance between slip-links get coupled for a certain period of time which is of the order of the time between creation and distraction of slip-links. Like-wise reversible cross-links association reactions lead to the constraining of the motion of the two cross-linked parts of the chains, for a period of the order of the cross-link survival time. This happens over a certain spatial length which is presumably determined by the length of the tethers or spacing between entanglements. Let us suppose the chain in FIG. 3 moves to the right. The reversible linker Q n or a slip-link P n are destroyed. As this happens a new slip-link P Z+1 or a new cross-link Q Z+1 may be created. In a situation where a small deformation is applied to the system, the chains are deformed generating stress internally. As the chains relax to their equilibrium conformations stress is released. As stated earlier the reptation process is slowed down owing to the fact that chain subunits have to stretch tethers that are bound by sticky groups. We have to introduce some assumptions to approximate the relaxation modulus. Let us assume that reversible cross-links tethers can sustain an externally applied stress only if they have not detached for this first time after an application of stress. In their relaxed equilibrium extension reversible linker contribute friction to the diffusion of the chain between entanglements. The relaxation modulus can therefore be easily approximated with if we know the fraction ψ(t) of constraints that still sustain stress in time t.
IV. RELEASING CONSTRAINTS AFTER STRAIN: ENTANGLEMENTS AND REVERSIBLE LINKERS
We consider here the processes that occur when the system relaxes after a strain. The fundamental relaxation process for a melt of polymer chains will be reptation, with the release of constraints, occurring as the chain diffuses out of its tube, or equivalent set of discrete entanglement constraints. Doi 12 presents a treatment of the discrete entanglement constraints. Variations of the relaxation due to other related effects that include additional slow time scales refine this treatment 19, 20 . In our considerations we presume the reversible crosslinkers attach and detach far more rapidly than the slow diffusive reptation-related processes. This is in stark contrast to the cases considered by Rubinstein and Semenov 6 . In this latter scenario the reversible crosslinkers act as "gate keepers" to the continuation of the reptation process.
In the previous sections we interpreted one of the roles of rapid attachment and detachment as leading to an effective enhanced friction. Here, following a step-strain, it is useful to consider how the faster reversible cross-linking process releases its own constraints, and is coupled to the slower motion of the tube.
The chain now has two different types of constraints, viz. the typical entanglements constraints, but also the constraints due to the reversible linking. The process of reptation cause the release of the entanglements constraints. Whereas the chain must diffuse for the entanglements to be released, the reversible cross-links detachment is dependent primarily on the longevity of the reversible bond, and also on the stress applied to the reversible bond. Even though a bond may rapidly re-attach to the chain, before re-attaching at a later stage some of the stress of the chain will be released subsequent to the reversible bond detachment. Although the process is certainly subtle, we estimate coarse time scales here.
We recall that for the detachment process the number of surviving, of the original N x initially attached linkers, is N remain (t) = N x exp (−ω 0 t). We ignore, for simplicity, the stretch dependent correction. Given an arc length on average between entanglements, and an initial average density of attached reversible linkers (related to eq. (2.9)) we know how many reversible linkers must also be released per released entanglement.
We now consider two constraint relaxation processes in addition to the reptation of the chain in its tube.
An initial process after strain (before the release of entanglements) entails the longitudinal relaxation of the segments between entanglements 19, 20 . Whereas without temporary cross-links this relaxation is given by Rouse behaviour up to the length scale a between entanglements. This relaxation happen within Rouse time scale τ (0)
R . We expect again that, with reversible crosslinks, this process is retarded by detachments and reattachments as before hence with an additional friction. However, since the chain has, after such a short time not released entanglements, this can only accommodate a small amount of relaxation. In the extreme case, with very low re-attachment rates one can argue that when N remain < 1, all attached chain sections becomes released leading on average to a time-scale τ R (N x ) over which a chain sub-unit that was associated with a reversible crosslink is relaxed.
The second such process entails the chain ends that are released from an entanglement constraint. Thinking in the picture of Doi The fraction of the chain that has not fully relaxed stress is proportional to the sum of the three contributions above:
with ψ init approximates the low frequency longitudinal Rouse motion on time scales longer than τ e 19,20 but modified by the additional friction due to reversible linkers. The term ψ ent is the contribution from entanglements while the term ψ end (t) is the contribution from the ends released from the entanglement, but still constrained by the reversible linkers for a short time τ s .
A. Initial release process
The complete longitudinal relaxation of the chain segments in between entanglements happen at different times depending on whether a segment is directly associated with a reversible cross-link or not. About N x of the chain subunits bearing the attached constraints will have a retarded relaxation. Thus we can split the longitudinal relaxation into two contributions
Here τ R (N x ) is the reversible linker delayed Rouse relaxation time approximate in (3.4) and τ R (0) is the usual Rouse time of a chain without Reversible cross-links. The factor of three comes from the fact that only one of the three vector components of the Rouse modes is unhindered by the tube. The first term captures the initial (partial) relaxation of longitudinal Rouse modes of the chain which are delayed by the reversible cross-linker attachment while the second term captures the low frequency contribution for sub-units in between entanglements that are not directly associated with reversible linkers. Reversible linkers may reattach to the part of the chain in between slip-links. A reattachment to part of the chain which has gone through longitudinal relaxation only influence the long time diffusive behavior of the system through friction.
B. Entanglement release process
The well known fraction of the chain that is constrained by the original slip-links is given by
The function ψ (n) (s, t) may also be interpreted as the probability that the entanglement point P n remains unreleased at a time t while the right end of the chain at is at s. This has been calculated in detail for the tube model 12 and it is known to satisfy the following diffusion equation
under the boundary condition
and initial condition
leading to the solution
where
is the life time of an entanglement. Converting the sum over n into an integral in expression (4.3), the fraction of the primitive chain constrained by the original slip-links is given by
C. Release of reversible linkers following release of end entanglement
For the conventional slip-link model a fraction of the chain that is released from the original tube is assumed to relax stress almost instantaneously. With reversible cross-linking at short time scales we need to include the additional detachment process of linkers on that part of the chain. This means that the fast retraction motion of the chain ends is delayed. So, the entanglement's release leads to a sequence of reversible bond release processes of the free end. Re-attachments then can happen to the relaxed chain and are not counted in the same way as new entanglements are not counted for the strain response.
The average number of released end constraints depends on when the constraints were released and on how much time has elapsed since their release. The rate at which entanglements are released at any time is the derivative of ψ ent (t), and again we have the decay of the attached linkers as described above:
Here ψ ent is as given in (4.9). The expression above pre-supposes that the reversible cross-linkers can relax in any sequence. This approximation is reasonable if entanglements are released slowly and reversible cross-linkers rapidly thereafter. Upon using (4.2),(4.9) and (4.10) in (4.1), the sum of the fraction of unrelated constraints from the three contributions becomes
In contrast to non-sticky entangled chain which has a modulus that decays with a single relaxation time, we learn from (3.7) that the modulus of a reversibly crosslinked entangled chain declines as a sum of two exponential relaxation curves each with relaxation times τ d and τ s . The comparison becomes even more clear on looking at the linear viscoelastic theoretical predictions for an entangled system with its reversibly cross-linked entangled counterpart as characterised by the storage modulus
(5.1) Equation (5.1) holds for times t ≥ τ e . At times t << τ e the Rouse segments motion is almost independent of the constraints. The elastic modulus is given by
For a detailed derivation of the expression (5.2) see 11 .  FIG. 4 shows the storage modulus in equation (5.1) normalized by the plateau value. The three curves portray the storage modulus when different contributions are are taken into account. The red line shows the relative storage modulus when the relaxation mechanism is assumed to be the diffusive motion out of slip-links with no cross-reversible linker effects included, and serves as a reference line. The brown curve depicts the relative storage modulus when longitudinal relaxation of subunits between slip-links is assumed but still with no reversible linkers 19, 20 . This is the case when P x-link = 0 in equation (5.1) while the blue line is the graph of the relative storage modulus for an entangled reversibly cross-linked system that relax through reptation and longitudinal relaxation. In this case the influence of reversible linkers is taken into account. As illustrated in FIG. 4 , the derived expression for the elastic modulus captures several regimes of relaxation behavior marked (i) to (iv) and also portrays the role of weakly associating reversible linkers:
• (i)-(ii): We see the highest frequency plateau where chain subunits between linkers and reversible linker tethers relax. In this case the reversible linker contribution leads to an increase in plateau plateau height in comparison to the case when they are switched off (i.e. the brown line which includes segmental relaxation.) We note that the segmental relaxation is again delayed by the effective friction (with short-lived reversible linking). The rise of a plateau in zone (i) from the plateau in zone (ii) occurs when chain subunits between entanglements undergo transverse relaxation
• (iii)-(iv): The main plateau due to entanglements. On this time scale reversible cross-links have already detached in the processes in regions (i)-(ii). At very long time scales (iv), the effect of the additional effective drag produced by reversible cross-linking is noticeable.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this paper we discuss the role of weakly associating reversible cross-linkers on the diffusion of a primitive chain through slip-links. By approximating the slowing down effect of the associated groups, on the chain motion, as an effective friction, the contribution of the associating groups to the relaxation modulus is calculated.
From the relaxation modulus we learn that in time scales τ e (N x ) ≤ t ≤ τ R (N x ) the storage modulus G ′ (t) has a higher second plateau compared to the case when reversible linkers are switched off. This is due to contributions from reversible cross-links on the elastic behaviour of the system. This contribution is in addition to a permanently cross-linked network like plateau which emanates from the entanglements. The reversible crosslinkers also lead to a delayed longest relaxation time in contrast to a purely entangled system. We therefore argue that despite the degree of movement presented by the tethers, at time scales t < τ s , a weakly associating melt will look comparable to a permanently cross-linked network. However, in times t > τ s the system will look analogous to an entangled melt system.
In the case where the reversible linkers survival time is greater Rouse time τ s > τ R (N x ), the steric effects get more pronounced leading to a localisation of cross-link bearing segments within the network mersh size. An entangled system with tethered reversibly cross-linkers proves to have a modulus analogous that predicted for sticky reptation model 1 . The predicted storage modulus, even in this case of cross-linkers with of short survival time, has four distinct regimes that are separated by time scales τ e , τ R and τ d .
From the qualitative results obtained we can infer that the storage modulus additional plateau observed in the experimental data of Das.et.al.
3 possibly originates from slowing down effect related to the associating groups. We do not attempt any comparison of our qualitative prediction with experimental data, Such comparison require further details on the kinetic parameters and the spring constant of the connecting tethers, which calls for further experimental investigations.
For not so long entangled chains with weakly associating groups, many-chain relaxation mechanisms such
